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ABSTRACT      
Due to the need to protect the information sent over the Internet from being violated by unauthorized persons, 

many security solutions have appeared to overcome the problems of data leakage. From these solutions is encryption, 
but once the data is decoded, it will be easy to violate, so to increase the strength of protection, many have appeared. 
Masking algorithms and methods that extend to digital media copyright protection. 
        In this research, we propose to encrypt and hide a group of images, where four images containing a biography 
were proposed by securely transferring them within a video of the receiving party. 
Where the protection process goes through two phases: the encryption phase using the development of the Vernam 
encryption algorithm, where each image is encrypted using a cut-out image from the video, which is the carrier of 
confidential data, and the encryption process produces three gray images, as this data is hidden using the least 
important bit method by masking The data is in random clips inside the video, depending on a secret key between the 
sender and the receiver, then the same secret key is used in the process of encrypting the video as well, which was 
used as a cover not to hide the four encrypted images of the CV. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
               There are many, many ways that play an important role in terms of information security, including the most 
common method known as cryptography, which is changing or hiding basic data according to a certain method to 
make it unreadable. There is another method that aims to completely conceal data for the sake of communication 
between two sides in an invisible way to a third party, and this is what is known as steganography, as it is a method or 
technique for blocking and concealing data inside a digital medium, until it is concealed that there is contact or 
exchange of information that takes place Covert, and only the persons concerned are aware of this connection[1][2]. 
        Steganography can be used to hide almost any type of digital content, including text, image, video, or audio 
content. Often the content that will be hidden is encrypted by masking the information, so the hidden text before it is 
incorporated into another text file is called the blind cover or data stream. If it is not encrypted, then the hidden text is 
generally processed in some way to increase the difficulty of detecting the secret content[3][4]. 
       While there are many different uses for the science of steganography, including the inclusion of sensitive 
information in file types, the method used in this research is to include four images that are a CV and work to encode 
them with the famous Vernam algorithm and then hide them inside a video clip which will be as The cover to hide the 
data inside it using the least important bit technology[5][6]. 
       Hiding information differs from encryption, but using the two together can help improve the security of protected 
information and prevent covert communication from being discovered. If the hidden data is also encrypted with data 
anonymisation, the data may still be safe from detection even though the channel will not be safe from detection. 
There are advantages to using anonymizing in addition to encryption over an encryption-only connection[7][8]. 



 
 

Fig. 1. General structure of data masking methods. 
 

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES 
2.1 Encryption 

      The purpose of encryption is to convert data from readable to unreadable in order not to allow unauthorized 
persons to read or deal with it, but the problem is that it is easy to realize that the unreadable image is originally 
encrypted, the encryption process requires the presence of the encryption key to transform the normal image (the 
secret message ) To the encrypted image and in this paper, Vernam encryption algorithm was used[9][10]. The key, 
which is kept secret, is used along with the original images and an algorithm in order to carry out the encryption 
process. As such, the encrypted images, the algorithm, and the encryption key are required to return to the original 
images. There are two forms of encryption, the first is one-key encryption, and two-key encryption, and in this paper 
only one encryption key was used in the implementation of Vernam's algorithm[11]. 

 
        2.1.1 Vernam cipher algorithm: 
An algorithm developed by the scientist Gilbert Vernam in 1918, based on the principle of OTP, which is a very 
strong and secure algorithm in terms of preserving the confidentiality of information and the difficulty of breaking 
it[12]. It depends on generating a random key for encryption. The length of the key must be equal to the length of the 
original text, key is encoded with the corresponding element of the original text in the encryption process, and with 
the encrypted text in the decoding process. As there is no relationship between the original text, the encrypted text, 
and the encryption key[13]. 

OTP strength 
• The length of the key is equal to the length of the original text 
• Random key 
• The sender and receiver destroy the key after using it only once. 
Vernam Cons 
• Generating a large number of random keys equal to the length of the texts to be written 
• Key distribution and protection 

 
         2.2 Steganography 
          It is a process similar to encryption in terms of the main purpose, which is to ensure that unauthorized persons 
do not obtain access to the data, but the concealment of data possesses the most powerful weapon, which is the failure 
of people to realize that this data is sensitive data, because the result is readable data, but only copies and non-original 
data and Data masking is the process of making sensitive data into insignificant data and transferring it from one party 
to another without notifying others that sensitive data has been or is being transferred[14][15]. 
           Data hiding has several forms depending on the type of sensitive data and the data in which the secret message 
is hidden. In this research, four encrypted images were hidden inside the digital video (the cover) using the least 
important bit technology[16]. 

 
          2.2.1 Types Of Steganography 

i. Pure Steganography 
ii. Secret Key Steganography 

iii. Public Key Steganography 



It means hiding information using a public key, and the process here is similar to the process followed in encryption 
by using two keys, the first is a “public” key and the first person uses it when the process of concealing information, 
and the second “private” key is used by the receiving person when retrieving the hidden information, knowing that 
That the private key has a direct relationship with the public key[17] (Fig. 2). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. The mechanism used to conceal information with the use of a password 

 
3.  SENDER SIDE 
The process of encrypting the image, hiding it, then moving to the next image, and so on, is done for all four 

images (meaning in other words, each image to which the two processes apply encryption and concealment before 
moving to the next image). 

 
         3.1 Encryption Process 
1- Enter the CV to be hidden (which is represented by four color photos) and the video cover in       which the data 
will be hidden 
2- Enter the secret key, with a value between 2 and 255, which will be used for encryption and decoding 
3- Extracting the last image from the video to be used in the cv encoding process 
4- Standardize the images to be hidden, so that they are the same dimensions as the cover video 
5- Perform the remainder of the division process for the image with the secret key to produce the image X 
6- Performing the division operation of the image on the secret key to produce the Y image 
7- Combine the image with the image extracted in step 3 to produce the Z-image. 
8- The output of the coding process for each color image is three color images (X, Y, Z) 
9- The process is repeated from 4 to 7 for the rest of the images. As Shown in Fig.5. 

 
         3.2  Steganography Process 

Each image resulting from the previous stage is hidden in random locations within the video using the 
encryption key, as each image passes through the following stages: 
1- Generating 36 random sites within the video (9 for each CV image), where random sites are    generated using the 
secret key. 
2- The color image X is divided into R, G, B and the three levels are hidden in three images within the video in the 
least important bit method, where each pixel represents 8 bits is hidden as follows 3 bits in R, 3 bits in G, 2 bits in B 
and for all points in each level of the image X. 
3- Process 2 is repeated for the Y and Z images. 
4- Processes 1 and 2 are repeated for each coded image consisting of (X, Y, Z). 
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Fig. 3. The mechanism used to conceal information with the use of a password 
 

4. Receiver Side 
The process of extracting the hidden image, decoding it, then moving to the next image, extracting it, decoding 

it, and so on for all four images (i.e., in other words, each image applied to the two processes of extraction and 
decoding before moving to the next image). 
 
          4.1 Extracting Hidden Images 
1- Entering the encrypted video and the secret key necessary to decode the code and extract the cv from the video, 
which is used to generate random numbers, which represent the frames in which the images were hidden, which are 36 
random locations. 
2- Extracting the cv (the four images) hidden in random locations where every three consecutive sites contain RGB 
layers of x, y and z images. 
3- Combine all three images in successive sites to generate the color coded image X and the next three images to 
generate Y and the next to generate z, where each x, y and z represent one image of the cv, meaning that all 9 frames 
contain only one image of the cv . 
4- Repeat the process for the rest of the sites to extract the other three encrypted images. 
5- Thus, four encrypted images are extracted from the video. 

 
         4.2 Code Extraction 

1- Extracting the last frame from the video that was used in the encoding process. 
2- Multiply the image X with the secret key. 
3- Conducting the addition of the image X with the image Y to produce the original image 
4- Subtracting the image extracted in Step 1 from the image generated in Step 3 to produce the image. 

        5- The process is repeated from 2 to 4 for the rem 
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Fig. 4. The mechanism used to conceal information with the use of a password 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, a number of experiments are presented that are used to examine the Vernam encoding algorithm on 
images of the CV. The algorithms were programmed in version 6.5 of MATLAB on a Pentium IV computer (2.00 
GHz) using four CV images (256 × 256) pixels. As shown in the fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6.  Original Frames of the Video. 
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Fig. 5.  Original Four Images of CV..    
 

Fig. 7. Results of Verman Encryption of Images for CV.    
 



      
Fig. 8. Results of Steganography  Encryption of Images for CV Behind Frames. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.   Reconstructed 4 Original Images for CV. 
 

    

      
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
Due to the need to protect the information sent over the Internet from being violated 

by unauthorized persons, many security solutions have emerged to overcome the problems 
of data leakage. From these solutions is encryption, but once the data is decoded, it will be 
easy to violate, so to increase the strength of protection a method has been proposed. To 
hide the data, its mission is to communicate between two sides in an invisible way to a 
third party, and this is what is known as stegano graphy. Only concerned persons. Several 
cloaking algorithms and methods have emerged that extend to digital media copyright 
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed of Steganography  Encryption of Images for CV Behind 
Frames. 



protection. 
     In our research, both an encryption and masking algorithm was used to increase the 
security and protection of data, as it used an improved method for the vernum algorithm to 
encode 4 images as shown in the image results (Fig.7 and Fig.9) and hide them in a video 
using the developed LSB algorithm as shown in the image results (Fig.8 and Fig.10), and 
this strengthens the protection of data. Confidentiality and difficult to disclose. 
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